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The decontextualize'd nature of literacy has been.a recurrent

issue iti discussions of the consequences of literacy.over the

. last twenty years. The cental theel" of'these discussions is

that the nure of writgen discourse, itself, leads directly or

indirectly to change's in cognitive processing, linguistic prdgress-
.

ing, cultural development, and/or'tne evolution of Society.I
Recently, a second view of the consequences of literacy has

emerged., The central thesis of this second direction is that the'

consequences of liter y derive from the nature of literaicy prac-

tices, including the nature of literacy practices during literacy

acquisition.

The difference betyeen the two views lies in what is assumed-

to be inherent in written discourse. The first,direction--which

for convenience I've labelled the text-out view--views literacy

as having inherent qualities, (such as being %linear,' progressive,

cummulative) that lead to particular sets of consequences. The

second direction--which for convenience I've labelled the text-in

l'ziew--views the nature of literacy and its resultant consequences

as the result of how people use written discourse.

The major thesis of this paper is consistent with and lends

support to the text-in view. Literacy is viewed as a tool through
4

which people manipulate each other, establish social relationships,

define whc each other is, establish social.position, etc. This

0



inevitably place an emphasis on the 'un-

natural"unoral' decont.exttalized .process

.of repetition, copying, verbatim memory.
1

Thus, literacy brings .about social and cultural changes which,in
6

themselves are of a decontextualizdd nature. S.

Several theorists have viewed these changes.that are the re-
.

sult of literacy development 4s co-occurring and interrelated with

chantes in cognitive processes. For example, Ong (1977) states:

Writing has made possible the vast evolution
4

of consciousness that marks the later stages

of human nistory. Whout writing, hot only

tigh1y plotted lenithy narrAtive but also

the kind of mental proCesses which go with

the composition of,even an encyclopedia
(

article, not to mention more massive

scholarly and scientific treatises, would

be unthinkable in the'fullestsense of this I

term. Oral cultures cannot organize in-

formation in this sequentiality. Writing

has made possible not only development of

science and technology as well as of the

---KiManities (that is, the study of language,

history, philosophy, theologY, and other -

ubjects having to do with man not as a

J

a

1

physical being or-an organism, but with 9

man as a self-conscious being and,thus
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theoretical construct is described through the analysis of several

representative schdol-like literacy events.

Before dizcussing these school-like literacy events, both the

text-out and text-in perspectives are briefly reviewed.

Text-Out Views of the Consequences of Literacy .

The central issue in text-out views of literacy is the decon-
.

textualized nature of printed discourse. pecontextualization

Ztifers the use of languagefoutside of the context for which,it was

originally intended. Writing exists long after the situation has

dissolved for which it was created 'and for which it was intended.

A reader can apply the 77riting to new, unintended situations, can

Mediate'his/her interpretation of the writing by reference to other

events and otheriwritings. The ipermanence' of writing allows

literacy to 4e both cummulative and applicable outside of the ori-

ginal context.

Goody (1977; Goody & Watt, 1968) eXtendsthe concept of de-
.

contextualization in terms of the implications ofewriting,
(

as a

c(mmunicative resourg, fon societal,rstr4ture. The cummulative'

natur e. of writing and its appl,icati..on outside of its original

context require schooling. As Goody' (1977, cited in Cook-Gump.erz

& Gumperz, 1981) states:

The wholenprocess of moving children froM the
...,-

f mily, placing theunfer'distinct authority,

wt.

-;-1Se-.--cireilbed
L

[original emphasis] , formalization,,.for schools\1

'

L.
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(

with the life of the mind and Wi.th freedom);
%

it has also made possible the complex re-

laionshipsbetween large groups of people
.f

which a fully popu1ate4 planet demands.
4

(p. 256)

Text-out 1..riet'1s, as represe4Ited by Goody and Ong, suggest

mplicit hierarchy between oral and literate culture. Literate

ulture representing an advanced development,. Tannen (1980)
1

presents an alternative text-out view. Bot4 literacy and oralcy

are viewed as modes of cummunication that represent different

sets of communicative goals and speaker/author-audience .relation-
.

ships. .As Tannen states:

The key distinction is not between'orality vs.

literacy as such but becwep stratelies that

have been'associated with oral and literate

tradition which can be employed in any mode

[reading or writing] . 7hat has been called

"oral tradition" is language.use which empha-

sizes shared knowledge, or the relationship
,

between communicator and audiences: What

has been called "literate" emphasizes decon-

textualized content or downplays i4 municator/ i

. .

audience interaction./ As communication can

contain more or fewer of,the strategies

agdSciated with these traditiorr to greater

or lesser degrees, I Prannenl further suggest

that the distinctNi.on.be conceived of not as.'

a dichotomy but rather as a cdntinuum. (p. 2)

I.
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For Talpen, the decontextualized nature of liteeacy is aemeans fbr

\
, framing.the communicative relationships beltween people and for

.

framing an orientation to the interPret.ation of either spo

e
en or

,

J

written, text.

The, issue of deContextualizattOn is alio an issue in some of

the recent discussions of schooling and literacy learning. Olson

(1977) suggests that literacy learning and schooling are.decon-
,

Ti

textulized in nature and that...

...Writteni`Jogical statements are not

mer ely representations of knowledge but

a particular form of activity that

specifies reality in its own biased forM.

...literacy in gener,a1 and schooling in

particular are inStitimental in 'the con-

struction of a particular form of

knowledge that is relevant to a parti4ar
%

set of socially valued activities.

(p. 67; original emphases),

Cook-Gumperz & Gumperz (1981) suggests a similar construct. For
's

them, the transition to literacy--which.they note, is typically

;

a schOol'functionvrequires that thildren leara not only a lingui,stic
\

. -.
. .

system for discourse processing but also a "meta-level at which in-
, .

dividuals make sense of,what they perceive bylintegrating it into

previous experience " (p; 98). As they lucidly 4tate,
_

The move to qiteraiy requires children to

make some basic adjustments to the way they .

soc ially attribute meaning ttp the events and

.4
7

Si
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processes.of the everydpy world in order to

loosen their dependence upon contextually
3

specific information.and to adop a decon-

. textualized perspective. (p. 99).

Unlikehe historical perSpdctiveS of literacy development

(Ong, 1977;. Goody ic Watt', 1968; Disch, 1973; Havtlock, 1963),
V

Tannen, Ohson, ook-Gumperz & Gumperz, place no.inherent

hierarchical value on literacy as a decontextualized process.

Rather, each merely describes»the situation as they see it.

text-In Views of the Consequences of Literacy

The text-in 14rspective views literacy as a social tool used

to structure relationships between.individuals and,5froups. This

perspective downplays the informaiion-communicative function,of

reading and witing and emphasizes its social/cultural function.

Key.(1980) 'States, scholars ancl researchers have been looking

ataanguage includfng reading and writing -- with an inappro-
-

priate Locms on the informative fun tion of language..

Perhaps the.difficUlty,tha scholars have in

understanding meaning can be traced to the

wrong focus in looking a1 the use of language.

THe proportion of people4who rea'd aad.d write

books' compared with the nU6ek of people who'

da not use,language in this inform4ive way

is vastly unbalanced. This fact has distorted

our und4sta'nding of What language is and haS

.;
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led tis in academia to believe that language is

'

first of all a vehicle to convey ideas - a

'propositional artifact. It is possible that

much of language has little 'meaning' as such,

but is rather a 'programmed' way of getting ,

from here to there in time. (p. 13)
-

,Key seems to suggest that language in general, including reading

and, writing, be viewed as social processes,-as ritualistic be-

havior, used by individucils to obtain social goals and not

necessarily cognitive-oriented goals.

There aretwo dimensions to this erspective in viewing the

relationship Of literacy to society and culture.- Within one

dimension, proficiency in decontextualized literacy events is viewed

as a,gatekeeping device in ordereto differentiate access to social,

psychological and physical rewards. Within the*second dimension,

literacy learning is viewed as a process of cultural comMunication

havihg both social and cultural consequences. These two dimenNions

are interrelated,.

A key construct involved in both dimensions is the role of

schooling in literacy development. Schooling neds to be viewed as

both separate from and integrated with literacy development. That

is, the cognitive, social, and cultural consequences of literacy

depend upon the nature of the literacy practices in which one engages

(Scribner & Cole, 1981).

These twd dimensions of the text-in perspective are discused

below.



Literacy as Ritual
,

,r

Literacy--reading and writing--are primarily ,viewed as cbgnitive

and linguistic processes. A person interacts with print and derives

a meaning from the print. Such definitions of r.eading and writing

obscUre the fact that identifying the occurrence of reading and

writing is a social event. That is, teachers, parents, or researchers
,

judge the occurrence of reading on the basis of social interactive

.

ctiteria (Heap, 1980).
,

For example, consider the following situation captured.as part

of ethnographic study of reading in a junior high school classroom.

The teacher is engaging students in a question-answer discussion on

e
the social studies pass,age students were to have read during study

time. Many students raise their hands and "answer questions. .0ne of

-

the students wass...,observed attempting to rai,se hisehand.at inappro-

pre.nate moments (e.g. before the teacher had asked the question)

,

This student was also observed to be carefully monitoring his

classmates' behavior. Eventually the student raised his hand

appropriately. He raised his hand several more times before he

was oalled on by the teacher. However, rather than asking for an
/ r

.,
pilswer the teacher praised the reluAant student for participating

(and rewarded him with a star. The teacher mentioned how proud she

-- I was that the student had read the passage and promptly ended the.
/
,

r-- discussion. The student never had to answer the question., The

example shows how social criteria--raising onet's hand and parti-

1.

cipating in the discussion--are used to infer the occurrence of

raading.
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The nature of the ,social criteria used from situation to situa-
.

tion may. differ., Nonetheless, people learn what yiteria will be
..

eltplqed in what types of events and orient their behavior around

that criteria. A sociolinguistic study by D tefano, Pepinsky, &

Sanders t1981) highlights tills prvess. They studied several itu-r

-dents'in a first grade claseroom. They found that although the

students made little gain in reapaing proficiency as measured by

comprhension peStS,-each of the students 'learned the interactional
-

language of classroom reading events. Having learned the inter-

actionallIanguage -- knowing what to.do, when, and how -- allowed

the students to.succes'sfully participate in the 1easons without .

increasing reading comprehension proficiency.

Bloome (1982) describes literacy events in terms-of pa,pticipation

structures. PartlicipatiOn structures are thesets of expectations,

norms, and rules for appropriate participation within eVents. Bloome

(1982) describes these events as occurring on a continuum from io-
/

lated reading to social reading. Isolated reading involves the

interaction of a person and a text only. (See Diagram 1 and Figure 1).

Social'reading involves the interaction of several people and a text

simultaneously (see Diagram 2 and Figure 2). In an-ethnographic

study of a junior high school, Bloome (1981; 1982) found th t students

signalled the participation structure of literacy events to each

other, and used the participation Structure bf reacing events to

tructure relaLenships -between themselves and,ot rs. For example,

in order to avoid interaction with a threatening teacher, students

were often observed to signal their involvement in an isolated read-

ing participation structure. Such signi.ling communicated the

_11



`inappropriateness of an, outsider (the teacher or another student)

1

disturbing or ihterfering the student. Teachers were often observed

within the study to Stiructure, enforce and reward an igol5ed rea -

ing partiCipation structure in their classrooms. On th,e other hand,

students in most situations tended to favor a social reading parti-

cipation structure..

'What Bloome's,'DeStefano's et. al.'s, arid Heap's research

Suggesta is,that peopft involved in face-to-face -interaction literacy

events hold each other accduntable for the ways in which .the'y behave.

Participants need to adhere to socj.al rules for appropriate parti-

cipation' or be stigmatized, reprimanded, or suffered other potenTially

negative consequences.

Literacy Events as Gatekeepin

Gatekeeping refers to thecprocess of selecting,individuals for

receiving benefits. TIM benefits can be physical (e.g: food) , psy-

chological (e.g. positive self-concept, praise) , and/or social .(e.g.

status, power). When,literacy is used as a gatekeeping prOcess,

indiyiduals must perform literacy acts in specified ways in order
.

.....--'to 'pas through the fate.'

One ex4mple of, literacy ts a-qatekeeping process is the use of

literacy tests as a prerequisite for voting. Another example, is

described by Dore (l976) in his discussion of the diploma, disease.

The diploma disease occurs when the prerequisites for acquiring a

jo involve irrelevant credentialing based on school.and academic

progress. For example, needing a Ph.D. to drive a bus. One way to .

4.

12 .
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view the gatelQeeping.process as based on proficiency in school

.
.

academic activities (such actilrities primarily involve readincj and

writing).

However, the usd of literacy as a400tek i/teping' process s neither
!

simple nor'gtiragntforward. As Graff`-41582; 1972) points out, one
-.

%can and could gain status and power without ha to be literate.

What is ,necessary, is access to literacy and ability to use.it

appropriately. Thus, a merchant could gain status and power without
4 n

being literate him or hersel; if that me.Y.'chant could hire someone_ :
(

tC take care of the literacy demands mEde of the merchant. In such

cases, the literacy, that one "bUys" or "owns" (e.g. having a literate

. relative to take care of literacy demands) becomes associated with

the buyer Or owner. ,3

-0'
Within the school context; literacy events provide a major

means of differentiating instruction and gatekeeping. As McDermott

A
(1977) , Rist (1978) and others have pointed out, students a-/

tracked into reading groups on the basis of social variables and
.,

I

linguistic variables that have only tp.ngential relationships with

reading comprehension. In effect, a hierarchical structure is estab-
c

lished based on student adherence to the social criteria established

)5

,

for school based literacy events. The result is that differen't
06',

'gates' are opened for different student:s which have the potential

for leading to different sets of consequences.
-

School Culture and Literacy as a Socio-cultural Tool

The previous sections have described theoretical constructs which.

suggest that literacy be Vi:ewed as a social tool. As a gatekeeiping

1

13
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.4t
devioe, literacy functions to establish differential reward

systeins". .As a social process or ritual, literacy becomes a set of

social behaviors for whiqh participants a.'ee held accountable. In

section, these uses of literacy a et viewed within the frame-
,
work of literacy as one tool of socifl' and cultural ymmunication

or cultural transmission. That is, through literacy pxocesses and

events, social processes and enculturatior rocesses,occur.

OR the surface level, these social and en'culturaticn processes

look lj.ke a move towards a dacontextualized linguistic framework!.

And i"ndeed, in many eases, this may be so. \Scollon & Scollon (1982),

Michaels (1961), among other's, have described.school reading events

1'4 .00.w

dn which students have been reprimanded or corrected for not adhering

to a deoontextualized framework. However, the key issue in these

eventh is'not whether a decontextualized framework has been applied,

but,rather whether a student has been able to adopt the linguistic,

soial, cuftural, and cognitive framework of the dominant culture.

.1deed, the framework that one ne,eds to adopt in many American class-

(:)oms can best be ch'aracterized as alienated--removed from any sense

f self sr of one's *forld. The following example of a literacy event

clarifies these theoretical constructs..

This example is typical of many of the literacy events that get

played out in American clssroomt at every grade. The example comes

from a remedial reading 'clas's at an urban jUnior high school. The

reading program is based on the Random House High Intensity Learning

System program, which 'is a-Competency/mastery based program. One of

the students, Michael, failed his pre-test on the skill of "Under-



standing Character." He was assigned Exercisee.98, Task A to E in

a workbook to help him learn this skill (see Diagram 3). Michael

got every answer wrong. Yet, his responses indi'cate that he under-
1

stood the text. Indeed, he could explatn his ahsWers in terms'ofl

.J
the text itself (see Table 1 for a transcript of )Michael's explana-

tion of his tnswejs).

Perhaps more interesting than Michael's ansWers _and, explanation
4

is the fact that mo college educated people could get every answer

correct and, with e exception of 'cif?: first question, notpnly

'understand the rationale for Michael's answers but agree that

Michael's answers are better-answers.

What seems to have occurred is that Michael completely under-

stands the passage and is answering honestly. But, to get the correct

answers one must adopt a linguistic framework that is specific to

these types of tasks or school test,\There's a 'gape' being played

and Michael'doesn't know its rules.

This 'game' or linguistic framework is neither decontextualizedcN

ON.

414.1c

nor contextualized. That dimension simply does not apply in aily

emic sense. What codhts is knowing the specific linguistic frame-
,

work--which is associated with only these types of tasks. It

'requires denial of*'real world knowledge, both personal and general.

In effect, it requires the reader to-become alienated from not only

his or her means of making sense of the world but also fromrany sense-

Aaking whatsoever.

Michael's failure results in having to do more of simile; types

of activities, and in a public display of his failure th'rough the

H.I.L.S. record-keeping system. Like many of the-students in Michael's



class and similar classes, 1ichael will continue to fail unless he

learns the alienated ling.uisic framework and/or there is an inter-

vention.

ImPlicatibns

The example above is but one recurrent type of literacy event

that.'gatekeeps' not on the basis of a decontextualized framework

but rather on,the basis of an alienated linguistic f4amework (which,
. .

is not to suggest, one way or the other, that gate-keeping on the

basis of a decontextualized framework i4s being advocated). Such

galkpeping and enculturation has two.sets of implications. One set

for those who successfully,learn the linguistic framework and one

set for those who fail to le..4.tn it.

Failure to learn the alienated linguistic framework and make

it thrbugh thh 'gates' can result in stigmatization and a denial

of many of th4 benefits that society has to offer its members. On

the other hand, success is learning the alienated framework and

making it through the 'gates' would result in a greater potential

for receiving the benefits that society has to offer. However,

both success and failure would seem to have consequences for the

kinds of influences exerted on one's socio-cultural framework and

cognitive framework. This is mereIr-,to say that the nature of the

litvacy practices in which one engages influences the nature of

learned cognitive and linguistic processes.

In summary, I have suggested that literacy be viewed as a

social tool involved in gatekeeping, the establishment of social .?"

16
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relationships, and'enculturation. Further, I have suggested that

in American soOiety, schoolj.ng has a major role in how lite:racy'

is Jed as a social tool, including the teaching ort learning of
...

an alienated linguisti-e framework.
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from Reading House Series: Comprehension arid,

Vocabulary - Green. N.Y.: Random House.

UNDERSTANDING CHARACTER Side 1

1/

sral.44-4

How do we know what a person is like? We rook at,his or her characteristics.
A person's character is shown in the way he or she feels and 'acts.

. -

Scrooge has a mean ch;rdcter. SantaClaus has a jolly character.

When we read about a person's actions and feelings, we can rn5ke
judgments-about th tperstrn's harocter.

.1
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Bill Benson lo'bkede only once'at his homework assignment.
Immediately, he started moaning to his seatmate, Candy Caries,
about its length. As he shuffled out of th,e room after the bell, he
couldn't help but rpmark to his teacher that the room was too stuffy to

.work in. The teacher only smiled and shook her head at Bill's

complaints.

Circle the letter fOr the best answer.*.,,.

1. Which statement describes Bill'§ character best?

A. He is a pleSsant persOn C. He is careless

B. He is a cranky sort. D. He loves school.

2. It is likely that Bill has complained before. because

A. he complained about the length otthe assignment
B. he complained about the room's stuffiness
C. he shuffled out of the room. the teacher only shook her head when he complained

3. Faced with the possibility of running an errand for his parents, Bill is likely

to say

A. "Do I have to go?Why don't you ask Uncle Joe this time?"

B. "Sure f'll ger! Shouldl walk or take the bus?"
C. "Okay, Dad. I'll go right after I finish my homework."

D. "i'm way ahead of you, Pop! I took care,of it already."

:a - e .;;;'..2.., ' - .7 . ;. . _
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T: These are the questions. Circle the letter for the best answer. One, which

statement describes Bill's character best? A. He is a pleasant person. B.

He is a cranky sort. C. He is careless. D. He loves school.

Alright. Now Michael.On that one over there, number one...aaa..0.-FirstAf

all which one did you choose

M: C

T: Aaa...He is careless. Now why did you choose that one?

44:-Cause-he-aaa....he a--he a didn't wanta do his homework and he complained about

the room"ts.stuffy sohe could get odt of it.

T: Yeah.but_I_doret_understand how you_get that as careless.

M: I don't know (the rest is inaudible)

T: Ummm.. you explained to me before..okay...ummm...about the word careless...right?

Can you kinda tell me again what - you know - what your(fe41,ing about what it

meant and so forth?

M: He didn't care about...about the'work and-he wanted to get out of the room

T: okay, now-let's go on to the second one. Alright? Ahh...tWo. It is likely thaf

Bill has complained before because A, He complained about the length of the assignment

B; He complained about the room's stuffiness, C. He shuffled out of the room.

D, The teacher only shook her head when he complained, Alright. Can you tell me

which, one you choose? And kinda like why you choose that one?
4

M:B. Because he said the room was stuffy and he wanted to get out of doing the

work.

T: Well I mean how did you know he wanted to get out of doing the work?

M: Cause when the bell rung he he said the room was too stuffy to work in

T: Uh huh..ummmm.what Makes you think that he's complained before though?

M: He ain't complain before though

T:.He didn't complain before?

M: He mighta complained before about another assignment bbt this Assignment he didn't

cOmplain.

T: Alright this is the first time he comptained about this assignment. But do you

think that he's complained about
anything else dr anything else - you know -

M; Yup

T: Well what makes 6,ou think so?

M: Cause if he didn't want to E the work he wouldn't he woUlWt ao nothing

1: What do you mean I ilon't understand 'id

M: If,he didn't want to do the work he wouldn't want to go to'the store or nothing

or write or nothing he ju wanta walk the halls or something

j

4

.J.! I See so he was in the class and complaining about it then.
r
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T: Alright. NOW you said (inaudible) you kinda felt that he had complained before

because he complained about the room's stuffiness, okay? Now how 2do you'get,

those two together. His complaining.about the room's stuffiness indicating to, OU

that he's complained many times before.

M: I don't know.

T:-:-Do=they-have-anything,to-da-with-each-other2.Lmean-yod put'em down:

M:I know thA but ..if he complained about the room's stuffiness thit's how I

put it dd(,l'

T: Oh, okay I see so the fact that he's complained once probably means that-Ws

complained about a lot of other things

M: Uhh...huh

, T: Okay U .wmg why do you think that? .

Il
t . /

M: I don't now

T: Do you think the room really is stuffy?

M: No he just want to get out.of doing his work.

T: Uhh..huh.how do you think the teacher'will react to him?

M:Uhh.. she probably.tell

T: Tell'him what?

M: Open the window or sormething.

T: Uhh..huh. Alright, let's go on to the third one. Faced with the possfbility

of running an errand for his parents Bill is.likely to say A. Do %I have to

-go why don't you askUncle Joe this time. B. Sure I'll go ,should,I waik or take

the bus? C. Okay Dad, I'll go right after I finish my homework D. I'm way

ahead of you Pop I took care of,it already. \
T: And you chobse which one?

M: Number C.

T: Okay Dad, I'll go right after I finish my homework. Why do you think you'd

pick that one? I mean why did you pick that one as soWhing he's likely to

say if his parents ask him to do something?

M: Cause Cause I read the number B and it said Sure shoOld I walk or catcp

bus and I know it's far and .1 and he probably won't ftobably walk that far,"

then go to the store then and he probablz say I do it 'right afte'r I do my

homework

T: Ye h. You told me something about his homework before...before.. you know the

fi t ti we gent through This. What'd you tell me about his homework?

M: He didn't want to do the homework from class and he,just made that up.

T:What, about homework?

Uh..huh.:SEIThe won't probablyhave to:go to.the ;tore.

-T:-So in-other-words-what-you're-saying is-that7-thatts-just-am-excuse-for-him

Mgm...mmMh. . 24
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